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ABSTRACT

The correction equation in the Jacobi-Davidson method is effective in a subspace orthogonal to the current

eigenvector approximation, while for the continuation of the process only vectors orthogonal to the search subspace

are of importance. Such a vector is obtained by orthogonalizing the (approximate) solution of the correction

equation against the search subspace. As an alternative, a variant of the correction equation can be formulated

that is restricted to the subspace orthogonal to the current search subspace. In this paper, we discuss the effectivity

of this variant.

Our investigation is also motivated by the fact that the restricted correction equation can be used for avoiding

stagnation in case of defective eigenvalues. Moreover, this equation plays a key role in the inexact TRQ method

[19].
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1. INTRODUCTION

For the computation of a few eigenvalues with associated eigenvectors of largen-dimensional linear
eigenvalue problems

Ax = λx (1.1)

subspace methods have become very popular. The application of a subspace method is attractive when
the method is able to calculate accurate solutions to (1.1) from relatively low dimensional subspaces, i.e.
m � n with m the dimension of the subspace. Keepingm small enables a reduction in computational
time and memory usage.

There are many ways to construct a subspace and different options are possible for a subspace method.
Globally three stages can be distinguished in such a method:
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• Calculation of an approximation to the eigenpair inside the search subspace.

• Computation of new information about the behaviour of operatorA.

• Expansion of the search subspace with vector(s) containing this information.

In the Jacobi-Davidson method [16], Sleijpen and Van der Vorst propose to look for new information
in the space orthogonal to the approximate eigenvector. A correction equation

(In − umu∗m)(A− θmIn)(In − umu∗m)t = −rm, (1.2)

is defined on this space. Here(θm,um) is the current approximate eigenpair with residualrm ≡ Aum−
θmum. A correctiont to the approximate eigenvectorum is obtained by solving (1.2) approximately.
Then the search subspaceVm is expanded toVm+1 with the component oft orthogonal toVm. One
of the eigenpairs(θm+1,um+1) of the projection of matrixA on the new search subspace is selected.
InsideVm+1 this so-called Ritz pair(θm+1,um+1) is considered to be an optimal approximation to the
wanted eigenpair(λ,x).

Because the residual of a Ritz pair is orthogonal to the subspace this special choice of the approxi-
mation introduces some freedom for the projection of the correction equation. One other possibility is
looking for a correction in the space orthogonal to the search subspace constructed so far. If the Ritz
pair is indeed the ‘best’ approximation inside the search subspace, then we should expect that really
new information lies in the orthogonal complement ofVm. This suggests a more restricted correction
equation

(In −VmV∗m)(A− θmIn)(In −VmV∗m)t = −rm, (1.3)

that we will investigate here. In equation (1.3),Vm is ann by m matrix of which the columns form an
orthogonal basis of the current search subspaceVm.

Although the approach in (1.3) does not seem to be unnatural, it is not clear whether it is more effective
in practical computations. In general, the solutions of (1.2) and (1.3) do not lead to the same expansion
of the search subspaces. Therefore, a different convergence behaviour of the Jacobi-Davidson process is
to be expected.

The projection in (1.3) is more expensive, but the method for solving the correction equation may profit
from projecting on a smaller subspace. To see this, note thatA − θmIn is nearly singular ifθm ≈ λ.
RestrictingA − θmIn to the space orthogonal to the approximate eigenvectorum will give a well-
conditioned operator in caseλ is simple and fairly well isolated from the other eigenvalues. Projecting
on the space orthogonal toVm may further improve the conditioning. If eigenvalues cluster around the
target eigenvalueλ then the associated eigenvectors should be removed as well. The search subspace may
be expected to contain good approximations also of these eigenvectors [9,§3.4] and projecting on the
space orthogonal toVm may lead to a well-conditioned operator also in case of clustering eigenvectors.
A reduction may be expected in the number of steps that are needed to solve the correction equation to
a certain accuracy if an iterative linear solver is used. It also improves the stability of the linear solver.
These effects may compensate for the more expensive steps. For precisely these reasons, a strategy is
followed in [7, 5] whereum in (1.2) is replaced by the matrix of all Ritz vectors that could be associated
with eigenvalues in a cluster near the target eigenvalue.

GMRESR [22] and GCRO [4] are nested methods for solving linear systemsAx = b iteratively.
They both use GCR in the “outer loop” to update the approximate solution and GMRES in the “inner
loop” to compute a new search direction from a correction equation. As argued in [8], Jacobi-Davidson
with (1.2) can be viewed as the eigenvalue version of GMRESR, while Jacobi-Davidson with (1.3) is
the analogue of GCRO. GCRO uses the search subspace to improve the convergence of GMRES for the
solution of a correction equation (see also [3]). Experiments in [4, 1] for linear systems of equations
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show that GCRO can be more effective than GMRESR: for linear problems it appears to be worthwhile
to use more expensive projections. Is this also the case for eigenvalue problems? If, for a linear system,
the correction equation is solved exactly then both GMRESR and GCRO produce the exact solution of
the linear system in the next step. However, eigenvalue problems are not linear and even if all correction
equations are solved exactly still a number of steps may be needed to find accurate approximations of
an eigenpair. Replacingum in (1.2) byVm may lead to an increase in the number of iteration steps.
The loss in speed of convergence may not be compensated by the advantage of a better conditioned
correction equation (1.3). In practical computations the situation is even more complicated since the
correction equations will be solved only with a modest accuracy.

Jacobi-Davidson itself may also profit from projecting on a smaller subspace. If the Ritz value is a
defective eigenvalue of the interaction matrixV∗mAVm then the correction equation (1.2) may have a
solution in the current search subspace. In such a case the search subspace is not expanded and Jacobi-
Davidson stagnates. Correction equation (1.3) will give a proper expansion vector and stagnation can
be avoided [17]. In practical computations, where the correction equations are not solved exactly, it is
observed that stagnation also can be avoided by a strategical and occasional use of (1.3).

Equation (1.3) also plays a key role in the inexact Truncated RQ iteration [19] of Sorensen and Yang
(see also§§2.3 and 4.1). This forms another motivation for studying the effect of using (1.3) in Jacobi-
Davidson.

This paper is organized as follows. First, in§2 we recall some facts about projecting the eigenvalue
problem. An alternative derivation of a more general correction equation is given to motivate the cor-
rection equation (1.3). It appears that (1.3) and the original correction equation (1.2) are the extremal
cases of this general correction equation. Then, in§3, an illustration is given in which the two correction
equations can produce different results. We will show that, if the process is started with a Krylov sub-
space then the two exact solutions of the correction equations lead to mathematically equivalent results
(§4). We will also argue that in other situations the correction equation (1.3) will lead to slower conver-
gence. Finally, in§5 we conclude with some numerical experiments. Partially as an illustration of the
preceding, partially to observe what happens if things are not computed in high precision and whether
round-off errors play a role of importance.

2. THE FRAMEWORK: THE JACOBI-DAVIDSON METHOD

We start with a short recapitulation of the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure. This procedure, which projects the
large eigenvalue problem on a small one, serves as a starting point for the derivation of a more general
correction equation. We will consider the two extremal cases of this equation. One corresponds to
the correction equation of the original Jacobi-Davidson method, the other one is used in the inexact
Truncated RQ iteration.

2.1 Interpolation: Rayleigh-Ritz procedure
Suppose somem-dimensional subspaceVm is available. LetVm be ann×m dimensional matrix such
that the column-vectors ofVm form an orthonormal basis ofVm. Then the orthogonal projection ofA
on the subspace (the Rayleigh quotient or interaction matrix) isHm ≡ V∗mAVm.

Furthermore suppose that we selected a Ritz pair(θm,um) of A with respect toVm, i.e. a scalarθm
and a vectorum ∈ Vm such that the residualr(θm,um) ≡ rm ≡ Aum − θmum is orthogonal toVm.
A Ritz pair is considered to be some optimal approximation inside the subspace to an eigenpair(λ,x) of
matrixA (e.g. [13],[10] and [2] for the real symmetric case).

The Ritz values equal the eigenvalues ofHm. Therefore they can be computed by solving them-
dimensional linear eigenvalue problemHms = θs. The Ritz vector associated withθ is Vms.

2.2 Extrapolation: correction equation
How well does the Ritz pair(θm,um) approximate an eigenpair(λ,x) of matrix A? With a view
restricted to the subspace there would be no better alternative. But outsideVm a remainderrm is left.
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The norm of this residual gives an indication about the quality of the approximation. Let us try to
minimize this norm.

For that purpose, consideru′ = um + t andθ′ = θm + ε. Define the residualr′ ≡ Au′ − θ′u′ =
rm+At− θmt− εum− εt. If we view ε andt as first order corrections thenεt represents some second
order correction (cf. [12], [20]). Ignoring this contribution results in

r′ = rm + (A− θmIn)t− εum. (2.1)

Consider some subspaceW such thatum ∈ W ⊆ Vm. With W, a matrix of which the column-vectors
form an orthonormal basis forW, we decompose (2.1) (cf. [15]) in

WW∗r′ = WW∗(A− θmIn)t− εum,

the component ofr′ inW, and in

(In −WW∗)r′ = (In −WW∗)(A− θmIn)t + rm, (2.2)

the component ofr′ orthogonal toW.
The new directiont will be used to expand the subspaceVm toVm+1. An approximation(θm+1,um+1)

is computed with respect toVm+1. BecauseW ⊆ Vm ⊆ Vm+1 the residualrm+1 of this Ritz pair is also
orthogonal toW. This means that if we write(θm+1,um+1) = (θm + ε,um + t) then only (2.2) gives a
contribution to the norm ofrm+1:

‖rm+1‖ = ‖(In −WW∗)(A− θmIn)t + rm‖. (2.3)

So to get in the next step a smaller norm we should calculatet such that

(In −WW∗)(A− θmIn)t = −rm. (2.4)

Note that ift = um then there is no expansion of the search space. So it can be assumed thatt 6= um.
Because we are free to scaleum to any length, we can require thatt ⊥ um. From this it follows that if
t 6= um then equation (2.4) and

(In −WW∗)(A− θmIn)(In − umu∗m)t = −rm (2.5)

can considered to be equivalent.
Drawback may be that the linear systems in (2.4) and (2.5) are underdetermined. The operators(In −

WW∗)(A−θmIn) and(In−WW∗)(A−θmIn)(In−umu∗m) mapt on a lower dimensional subspace
W. The operator(In −WW∗)(A − θmIn)(In −WW∗) acts only inside the space orthogonal toW.
We expect this operator to be better conditioned. In that case the correction equation reads

(In −WW∗)(A− θmIn)(In −WW∗)t = −rm. (2.6)

When using GMRES with initial guess0 for the approximate solution of the correction equation, no
difference will be observed between (2.4) and (2.6). This is because(In −WW∗)2 = In −WW∗.

2.3 Extremal cases
After m steps of the subspace method,Vm contains besidesum, m − 1 other independent directions.
Consequence: different subspacesW can be used in equation (2.4) provided that span{um} ⊆ W ⊆ Vm.
Here we will consider the extremal casesW = span{um} andW = Vm.

The first case corresponds with the original Jacobi-Davidson method [16]:

(In − umu∗m)(A− θmIn)(In − umu∗m)t = −rm. (2)
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The operator in this equation can be seen as a mapping in the orthogonal complement ofum.
Let us motivate the other case. SupposeW is a subspace contained in, but not equal toVm. Then

(In −WW∗) projects still some components of(A − θmIn)t insideVm. These components will not
contribute to a smaller norm in (2.3). To avoid this overhead of already known information it is tempting
to takeW = Vm:

(In −VmV∗m)(A− θmIn)(In − umu∗m)t = −rm. (2.7)

Furthermore, ifW = Vm then equation (2.6) becomes

(In −VmV∗m)(A− θmIn)(In −VmV∗m)t = −rm. (3)

In the following with JD and JDV we will denote the Jacobi-Davidson method which uses (1.2) and (1.3)
respectively as correction equation. Theexactsolution of (1.2) will be denoted bytJD, while tJDV denotes
the exactsolution of (1.3). With an “exact” process we refer to a process in exact arithmetic in which
all correction equations are solved exactly. Note that bothtJD andtJDV are solutions of (2.7). As we will
illustrate in an example in§3, the solution set of (2.7) may consists of more than two vectors. In fact,
this set will be an affine space of dimension dim(Vm), while generally (1.2) and (1.3) will have unique
solutions. Because of this reason, we will refer to equation (2.7) as the “in between” equation.

An equation similar to (1.3) appears in the truncated RQ-iteration of Sorensen and Yang [19]. In every
step of this method the solution of the so-called TRQ equations is required. For the application of an
iterative solver the authors recommend to use

(In −VmV∗m) (A− µIn) (I−VmV∗m) ŵ = fm (2.8)

instead of the TRQ equations. Hereµ is some shift which may be chosen to be fixed for some TRQ-
iteration steps whereas in Jacobi-Davidsonθm is an optimal shift which differs from step to step. Also
here Sorensen and Yang expect (2.8) to give better results due to the fact that
(In −VmV∗m) (A− µIn) (I−VmV∗m) is better conditioned thanA− µI whenµ is near an eigenvalue
of A (see also the remark at the end of§4.1).

2.4 Convergence rate
The derivation in§2.2 of the alternative correction equations may suggest that expansion with an exact
solution t of (2.7) would result in quadratic convergence (cf. [18]) like the original Jacobi-Davidson
method ([16,§4.1], [15, Th.3.2]). Let us take a closer look.

As in §2.2, consider the residualrm+1 associated with(θm+1,um+1) = (θm + ε,um + t).
If t ⊥ um is the exact solution of (1.2) andε is chosen such thatrm+1 is orthogonal toum then it
can be checked thatrm+1 is equal to a quadratic term (rm+1 = −εt), which virtually proves quadratic
convergence. (Note that, because we are dealing not only with the directionsum andt but with a search
subspace from which the new approximation is computed, there may be an update forum that is even
better thant.)
If t solves (2.7) exactly then, by construction, the component of the residual orthogonal toVm consists
of a second order term. However, generally the component ofrm+1 in the spaceVm contains first order
terms (see§3) and updatingum with this exact solutiont of (2.7) does not lead to quadratic convergence.
One may hope for better updates in the space spanned byVm andt, but, as we will see in our numerical
experiments in§5.1.1, equation (1.3), and therefore also (2.7), do not lead to quadratic convergence in
general.
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3. AN EXAMPLE

The following simple example gives some insight in the differences between the three correction equa-
tions (1.2), (2.7), and (1.3).

Consider the following matrix

A =

 0 0 c∗1
0 α c∗2
d1 d2 B

 ,

with α scalar,c1, c2,d1 andd2 vectors andB a non-singular matrix of appropriate size.
Suppose we already constructed the subspaceV2 = {e1, e2} and the selected Ritz vectoru2 is e1.

Then the associated Ritz valueθ2 equals0,

r2 =

 0
0
d1

 ,

while (I− e1e∗1)A(I− e1e∗1), (I−V2V∗2)A(I− e1e∗1), and(I−V2V∗2)A(I−V2V∗2) are equal to 0 0 0∗

0 α c∗2
0 d2 B

 ,

 0 0 0∗

0 0 0∗

0 d2 B

 , and

 0 0 0∗

0 0 0∗

0 0 B

 ,

respectively. From this it is seen that JD computes its correction from(
α c∗2
d2 B

)(
γ
t′

)
= −

(
0
d1

)
,

the “in between” from(
d2 B

)( γ
t′

)
= −d1,

and JDV from

Bt′ = −d1.

Let t′i be the solution ofBt′i = −di (i = 1, 2). Then the component oftJDV for JDV orthogonal to
V2 is represented byt′1 (to be more precise,tJDV = (0, 0, t′1

T)T), while the orthogonal component for JD
is represented by a combination oft′1 andt′2: tJD = (0, γ, (t′1 + γt′2)T)T. So in general, whend2 is not
a multiple ofd1 and whenγ 6= 0, JD and JDV will not produce the same expansion ofV2. Note that
(I− e1e∗1)A(I− e1e∗1) is non-singular one⊥1 if and only if α 6= −c∗2t

′
2. The “in between” differs from

JD and JDV in that it has no extra constraint forγ. Takingγ = −c∗2t
′
1/(α+c∗2t

′
2) gives JD, takingγ = 0

gives JDV.
Finally, as an illustration of§2.4, we calculate the new residual associated withu3 = u2 + t and

θ3 = θ2 + ε. The new residual for the “in between” equals

r3 =

 c∗1t
′ − ε

αγ + c∗2t
′ − εγ

−εt′

 .

If γ = −c∗2t
′
1/(α + c∗2t

′
2) (as for JD) then the choiceε = c∗1t

′ reduces the terms inr3 to second order
ones, while no clever choice forε can achieve this ifγ is not close to−c∗2t

′
1/(α + c∗2t

′
2).
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4. EXACT SOLUTION OF THE CORRECTION EQUATIONS

If, in the example in§3, d1 andd2 are in the same direction, or equivalently, if the residuals of the Ritz
vectors are in the same direction, then exact JD and exact JDV calculate effectively the same expansion
vector. One may wonder whether this also may happen in more general situations. Before we discuss
this question, we characterize the situation in which all residuals are in the same direction.

All residuals of Ritz vectors with respect to some subspaceVm are in the same direction if and only
if the components orthogonal toVm of the vectorsAv are in the same direction for allv ∈ Vm. It is
easy to see and well known thatVm has this last property if it is a Krylov subspace generated byA (i.e.,
Vm = Km(A,v0) = span({Aiv0 | i < m}) for some positive integerm and some vectorv0). The
converse is also true as stated in the following lemma. We will tacitly assume that all Krylov subspaces
that we will consider in the remainder of this paper are generated byA.

LEMMA 1 For a subspaceVm the following properties are equivalent.
(a)Vm is a Krylov subspace,
(b) AVm ⊂ span(Vm,v) for somev ∈ AVm.

Proof. We prove the implication “(b)⇒ (a)”.
If the columns of then bym matrixVm form a basis ofVm then (b) implies thatAVm = [Vm,v]H for
somem+ 1 bym matrixH. There is an orthogonalm bym matrixQ such thatH̃ := Q′∗HQ is upper
Hessenberg. HereQ′ is them + 1 by m + 1 orthogonal matrix withm by m left upper blockQ and
(m + 1,m + 1) entry equal to 1.Q can be constructed as product of Householder reflections.1 Hence
AṼm = [Ṽm,v]H̃ , whereṼm ≡ VmQ. SinceH̃ upper Hessenberg, this implies thatVm is a Krylov
subspace (of orderm) generated by the first column of̃Vm. 2

We will see in Cor. 4 that exact JD and exact JDV coincide after restart with a set of Ritz vectors taken
from a Krylov subspace. The proof uses the fact, formulated in Cor. 1, that any collection of Ritz vectors
of A with respect to a single Krylov subspace span a Krylov subspace themselves. This fact is equivalent
to the statement in [21, Th.3.4] that Implicit Restarted Arnoldi and unpreconditioned Davidson (i.e.,
Davidson with the trivial preconditionerIn) generate the same search subspaces. However, the proof
below is more elementary.

COROLLARY 1 If Vm is a Krylov subspace and if{(θ(i)
m ,u(i)

m ) | i ∈ J} is a subset of Ritz pairs ofA
w.r.t. Vm then the Ritz vectorsu(i)

m (i ∈ J) span a Krylov subspace.

Proof. We may assume that the vectorv in (b) of Lemma 1 is orthogonal toVm.
SinceAu(i)

m − θ(i)
m u(i)

m ⊥ Vm, (b) of Lemma 1 implies thatAu(i)
m − θ(i)

m u(i)
m ∈ span(v). HenceAu(i)

m ∈
span(U ,v), whereU is the space spanned by the Ritz vectorsu(i)

m (i ∈ J), and the corollary follows from
Lemma 1. 2

4.1 Expanding a Krylov-subspace
In this section,Vm is a subspace,Vm a matrix of which the columns form an orthonormal basis ofVm,
(θm,um) a Ritz pair ofA with respect toVm, andrm is the associated residual. Further, we assume that
(In −VmV∗m)(A− θmIn)(In −VmV∗m) is non-singular onV⊥m, that is (1.3) has a unique solution, and
we assume thatrm 6= 0, that isum is not converged yet.
The assumptionrm 6= 0 implies thattJDV 6= 0 andAum 6∈ Vm.

1Here the refections are defined from their right action on them+ 1 bymmatrix and work on the rows from bottom to top,
whereas in the standard reduction to Hessenberg form of a square matrix they are defined from their left action and work on the
columns from the left to the right.
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Note that (cf. [16], [14])

tJD = −um + ε(A− θmIn)−1um for ε =
u∗mum

u∗m(A− θmIn)−1um
. (4.1)

THEOREM 1 Consider the following properties.
(a)Vm is a Krylov subspace.
(b) span(Vm, t) ⊂ span(Vm, tJDV) for all solutionst of (2.7).
(c) span(Vm, tJD) is a Krylov subspace.

Then (a)⇔ (b)⇒ (c).

Proof. Consider a solutiont of (2.7). We first show that

span(Vm, t) = span(Vm, tJDV) ⇔ γAum + AVm(V∗mt) ∈ Vm for someγ 6= 1. (4.2)

If we decomposet in

t = t̃ + Vms with t̃ ≡ (In −VmV∗m)t and s ≡ V∗mt (4.3)

then we see that (2.7) is equivalent with

(In −VmV∗m)(A− θIn)(In −VmV∗m)t̃ = −rm − (In −VmV∗m)(A− θIn)Vms. (4.4)

The vectors̃t andt lead to the same expansion ofVm. A combination of (1.3) and (4.4) shows thattJDV

andt lead to the same expansion ofVm if and only if

(1− γ′)rm + (In −VmV∗m)(A− θIn)Vms = 0 for some scalarγ′ 6= 0; (4.5)

use the non-singularity restriction for the “if-part”. Since(In−VmV∗m)Vm = 0, (4.5) is equivalent with
(1− γ′)Aum + AVms ∈ Vm, which proves (4.2).

Sincerm 6= 0, we see thatAum 6∈ Vm. Therefore, if (a) holds then (see Lemma 1) we have that
AVm(V∗mt) ∈ span(Vm,Aum) and (4.2) shows that (b) holds.

Note that the kernelN of the operator in (2.7) consists of the vectorss ≡ t − tJDV with t a solution
of (2.7). Since (1.3) has a unique solution, we see that none of the non-trivial vectors inN is orthogonal
to Vm. Therefore, the spaceN and the space of all vectorsV∗ms (s ∈ N ) have the same dimension
which is one less than the dimension ofVm. From (4.2) we see that (b) implies thatAVm(V∗ms) ∈
span(Vm,Aum) for all s ∈ N . Sinces = t− tJDV ⊥ um, we see thatum is independent ofAVm(V∗ms)
for all s ∈ N . Therefore, in view of the dimensions of the spaces involved we may conclude that
AVm ∈ span(Vm,Aum), which, by Lemma 1, proves (a).

If Vm is a Krylov subspace of orderm generated byv0, that is if (a) holds, then, also in view of (4.1),
we have that

span(Vm, tJD) = span(Vm, (A− θIn)−1um) ⊂ {q(A)[(A− θIn)−1v0] | q pol. degree≤ k}.

The inclusion follows easily from the representation ofVm asVm = {p(A)v0|p pol. degree< k}. If
(A− θIn)−1um 6∈ Vm then a dimension argument shows that the subspaces coincide which proves that
span(Vm, tJD) is a Krylov subspace. If(A− θIn)−1um ∈ Vm then there is no expansion and the Krylov
structure is trivially preserved. 2

Lemma 1 implies that anyn−1 dimensional subspace is a Krylov subspace. In particular, span(Vm, tJD)
is a Krylov subspace ifVm is n − 2-dimensional and it does not containtJD. From this argument it can
be seen that (c) does not imply (a).

SincetJD is also a solution of (2.7), we have the following.
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COROLLARY 2 If Vm is a Krylov subspace thenspan(Vm, tJD) ⊂ span(Vm, tJDV). 2

If θm is simple thentJD 6∈ Vm and the expanded subspaces in Cor. 2 coincide.

Cor. 2 does not answer the question whethertJD andtJDV lead to the same expansion ofVm only if Vm
is a Krylov subspace. The example in§3 shows that the answer can be negative, namely iftJD ⊥ Vm: then
γ = V∗mtJD = 0. The answer can also be negative in cases wheretJD 6⊥ Vm, provided that the dimension
of the subspaceVm is greater than 2. The following theorem characterizes partially the situation where
we obtain the same expansion. Note thatVm is a Krylov subspace if and only if the dimension of
AVm ∩ Vm is at most one less than the dimension ofVm (see Lemma 1).

THEOREM 2 If span(Vm, tJD) ⊂ span(Vm, tJDV) thenAVm ∩ Vm 6= {0} or tJD ⊥ Vm.

Proof. If tJD andtJDV give the same expansion then (4.2) shows thatγAum + AVm(V∗mtJD) ∈ Vm.
Apparently,AVm ∩ Vm 6= {0} or γ = 0 andV∗mtJD = 0. A similar argument applies to the case where
tJD ∈ Vm. 2

In practical situations, whereVm is constructed from inexact solutions of the correction equations it
will be unlikely that AVm will have a non-trivial intersection withVm (unless the dimension ofVm
is greater thann/2). Usually tJD 6⊥ Vm. Therefore, the exact expansion vectorstJD andtJDV will not
lead to same expansions, and we may not expect that inexact expansion vectors will produce the same
expansions.

The correction equation (2.8) in inexact TRQ is based on a Krylov subspace: the matrixVm in this
algorithm is produced by the Arnoldi procedure whenever equation (2.8) has to be solved.

4.2 Starting with one vector
Since any one dimensional subspace is a Krylov subspace, one consequence of the theorem, by applying
it inductively, is the following.

COROLLARY 3 Exact JD and exact JDV started with the same vectoru1 are mathematically equivalent,
i.e., they produce the same sequence of search subspaces in exact arithmetic.

4.3 (Re-)Starting with several Ritz vectors
Once we start JD and JDV with one vector the dimension of the search subspace starts growing. After a
number of steps a restart strategy must be followed to keep the required storage limited and the amount
of work related to the search subspace low. Question is which information should be thrown away
and which should be kept in memory. A popular strategy is selecting those Ritz pairs that are close
to a specified shift/target. Cor. 1 and an inductive application of Theorem 1 imply that, with a one-
dimensional initial start and restarts with the selected Ritz vectors, restarted exact JD and restarted exact
JDV are mathematically equivalent.

COROLLARY 4 Exact JD and exact JDV are mathematically equivalent if they are both started with the
same set of Ritz vectors ofA with respect to one Krylov subspace.

In practice, we have to handle with round off errors and the correction equations can only be solved
with a modest accuracy. Therefore, even if we start with one vector or a Krylov subspace, the subsequent
search subspaces will not be Krylov and the results in the above corollaries do not apply. If a search
subspace is not Krylov, then from Th. 1 we learn that the “in between” variant may lead to expansions
different from those of JDV. Th. 2 indicates that also JD will differ from JDV.
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FIGURE 1. Convergence plots for Example 1. Differences between JD and JDV when not solving the correction equation
exactly (left plot) and when starting with an unstructured 5-dimensional subspace (right plot). The plots show the log10 of the
error |θm − λ| in the Ritz valueθm versus the iteration numberm.

5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Here a few numerical experiments will be presented. We will see that JDV and JD show comparable
speed of convergence also in finite precision arithmetic as long as the correction equations are solved in
high precision (§5.1.1). JDV converges much slower than JD if the Krylov structure of the search sub-
space is seriously perturbed. We will test this by starting with a low dimensional random space (§5.1.1).
We will also see this effect in our experiments where we solved the correction equations only in modest
accuracy (§5.1.2). Moreover, we will be interested in the question whether the slower convergence of
JDV in case of inaccurate solutions of the correction equations can be compensated by a better perfor-
mance of the linear solver for the correction equation (§5.2.1). Further, we will address some stability
issues (§5.1.3).

5.1 Example 1
In the experiments in this section 5.1, we apply the Jacobi-Davidson method on a tridiagonal matrix
of order 100 with diagonal entries 2.4 and off-diagonal entries 1 ([16, Ex. 1]). Our aim is the largest
eigenvalueλ = 4.3990 . . . . We start with a vector with all entries equal to 0.1.

5.1.1 Exact solution of the correction equationWhen solving the correction equations exactly no
difference between JD and JDV is observed (dash-dotted line in left plot in Fig. 1) which is in accordance
with Cor. 3. The plots show the log10 of the error|θm−λ| in the Ritz valueθm versus the iteration number
m.

To see the effect of starting with an arbitrary subspace of dimension greater than 1 we added four
random vectors to the start vector with all entries equal to0.1. The right plot in Fig. 1 shows the con-
vergence of exact JD (solid curve) and JDV (dashed curve). Here the results ofseed(253) in our
MATLAB -code are presented (other seeds showed similar convergence behaviour). The correction equa-
tions have been solved “exactly”, that is to machine precision. As anticipated in§4.1 (see Th. 2) the
convergence behaviour of JDV now clearly differs from that of JD. Moreover, the speed of convergence
of JDV seems to be much lower than of JD (linear rather than cubic? See§2.4). Apparently, expanding
with tJDV rather than withtJD may slow down the convergence of Jacobi-Davidson considerably in case
the initial subspace is not a Krylov subspace.

Note that JD performs slightly better with the five dimensional start than with the one dimensional
start (compare the solid curve in the right plot with de dashed-dotted curve in the left plot). This may be
caused by the extra (noisy) search directions.
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with post-ortho. without post-ortho. with pre-ortho.
m |λ− θm| κm |λ− θm| κm |λ− θm| κm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

1.903e−02
3.611e−03
1.856e−03
1.076e−03
7.480e−04
4.464e−04
3.454e−04
1.909e−04
1.317e−04
8.747e−05

2.220e−16
2.289e−15
2.314e−15
2.314e−15
2.316e−15
2.316e−15
2.317e−15
2.317e−15
2.317e−15
2.317e−15

1.903e−02
3.611e−03
1.856e−03
1.076e−03
7.480e−04
4.423e−04
4.135e−04
3.135e+00
7.004e+00
1.094e+01

2.220e−16
3.690e−14
1.426e−11
2.649e−09
6.621e−07
1.125e−04
2.710e−02
9.732e−01
1.940e+00
2.920e+00

1.903e−02
3.611e−03
1.856e−03
1.076e−03
7.480e−04
4.464e−04
3.454e−04
1.909e−04
1.317e−04
8.747e−05

2.220e−16
3.690e−14
4.567e−14
4.866e−14
5.920e−14
6.534e−14
7.490e−14
9.546e−14
9.548e−14
1.232e−13

TABLE 1. The need of post-orthogonalization when using JDV. For the simple test, the JDV correction equation(1.3) is
solved approximately with 5 steps of GMRES. The table shows the error|λ− θm| in the Ritz valueθm and the ‘orthonormality’
of the basisVm of the search subspaces (κm = ‖Im − V∗mVm‖) for the implementation with post-orthogonalization of the
solution of the correction equation (column two and three), without post-orthogonalization (column four and five), and without
post-orthogonalization, but with pre-orthogonalization of the left-hand side vector of the correction equation (column six and
seven).

5.1.2 Approximate solution of the correction equationIf the correction equations are not solved in
high precision, we may not expect the constructed search subspacesVm to be Krylov subspaces, even
if the process is started with a Krylov subspace. ConsequentlytJD andtJDV, and therefore their inexact
approximations, will not lead to the same expansions ofVm. In view of the experimental result in§5.1.1,
we expect the inexact JDV to converge slower than inexact JD.

Again we start with one vector, but we use only 5 steps of GMRES to get an approximate solution of
the correction equation in each outer iteration. The solid line (JD) and the dashed line (JDV) in the left
plot of Fig. 1 show the results. JDV needs significantly more outer iterations for convergence than JD.

5.1.3 Loss of orthogonality The (approximate) solution of (1.2) in JD will in general not be orthog-
onal toVm. Therefore, this solution is orthonormalized againstVm before it is used to expandVm to
Vm+1. We refer to this step in the algorithm aspost-orthogonalization (of the solution of the correction
equation). In JDV, however, if the correction equation (1.3) is solved with, for instance, GMRES, then
the (approximate) solution should be orthogonal toVm and post-orthogonalization, i.e., the explicit or-
thogonalization before expandingVm, should be superfluous. This observation would offer a possibility
of saving inner products. Here we investigate what the effect is of omitting the post-orthogonalization in
JDV.

Again JDV is applied on the simple test matrix with the same starting vector as before and the cor-
rection equations are solved approximately with 5 steps of GMRES. As initial approximate solution for
GMRES we take the zero vector.

From the experiment we learn that without post-orthogonalization the basis of the search subspace
in JDV loses its orthogonality. As a measure for the orthonormality ofVm we took (see [13,§13.8])
κm ≡ ‖Im − V∗mVm‖. Table 1 lists the values of the error|λ − θm| and the quantityκm for the first
10 outer iterations. Column two and three (‘with post-ortho.’) show the results for the implementation
of JDV where the approximate solution of the correction equation is explicitly orthogonalized against
Vm before it is used to expand this matrix. In the columns four and five (‘without post-ortho.’) we see
that if the post-orthogonalization is omitted then the loss of orthonormality starts influencing the error
significantly after just 5 outer iterations. After 8 iterations the orthonormality is completely lost. This
phenomenon can be explained as follows.
The residual of the selected Ritz pair is computed asrm = Aum − θmum. Therefore, in finite precision
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arithmetic, the residual will not be as orthogonal to the search subspace as intended even ifVm would
have been orthonormal. For instance, at the second iteration of our experiment, we have an error‖V∗2r2‖
equal to1.639e−13. With the norm of the residual equal to0.02145 this results in a relative error of
7.640e−12. Note that, specifically at convergence, rounding errors inrm may be expected to lead to
relatively large errors. In each solve of the correction equation (1.3), GMRES is started with initial
approximate0 and the vectorrm is taken as the initial residual in the GMRES process.

Sincerm is supposed to be orthogonal againstVm, this vector is not explicitly orthogonalized against
Vm, and the normalizedrm is simply taken as the first Arnoldi vector. In the subsequent GMRES steps
the Arnoldi vectors are obtained by orthogonalization againstVm followed by orthogonalization against
the preceding Arnoldi vectors. However, since the first Arnoldi vector will not be orthogonal against
Vm, the approximate GMRES solution will not be orthogonal againstVm. Adding this ‘skew’ vector to
the basis of the search subspace will add to the non-orthogonality in the basis.
Columns six and seven (‘with pre-ortho.’) of Table 1 show that post-orthogonalization can be omitted
as long as the residualrm is sufficiently orthogonal with respect toVm: the post-orthogonalization is
omitted here, but the right-hand side vector of the correction equation, the residualrm, is orthogonalized
explicitly againstVm before solving the correction equation (pre-orthogonalization). Since pre- and
post-orthogonalization are equally expensive and since pre-orthogonalization appears to be slightly less
stable (compare theκm in column 3 with those in column 7 of Table 1), pre-orthogonalization is not an
attractive alternative, but the experimental results confirm the correctness of the above arguments.

Note that our test matrix here is only of order100 and the effect of losing orthogonality may become
even more important for matrices of higher order.

Also in JD the finite precision residualrm of the Ritz pair will not be orthogonal to the search subspace.
Since even in exact arithmetic the solution of the JD correction equation (1.2) may not expected to be
orthogonal toVm, post-orthogonalization is essential in the JD variant. In our experiment, using finite
precision arithmetic, we did not observe any significant loss of orthogonality in the column vectors of
Vm. Nevertheless, we also checked whether pre-orthogonalization ofrm before solving the correction
equation would enhance the convergence of JD. This was not the case: JD converged equally fast with
and without pre-orthogonalization.

In the remaining experiments we used post-orthogonalization also in JDV.

5.2 Example 2
In this section, we are interested in the question whether the projections on the orthogonal complement of
Vm in the JDV approach may significantly improve the performance of the linear solver for the correction
equation.

We consider a more realistic eigenvalue problem. ForA we take the SHERMAN1 matrix from the
Harwell-Boeing collection [6]. The matrix is real unsymmetric of order1000. All eigenvalues appear to
be real and in the interval [-5.0449,-0.0003]. About 300 eigenvalues are equal to -1. We want to find a
few eigenvalues with associated eigenvectors that are closest to the targetσ. Our targetσ is set to -2.5.
Note that the ‘target’ eigenvalues are in the ‘interior’ of the spectrum, which make them hard to find for
any numerical method.

In general, when started with a single vector, the Ritz values in the initial stage of the process will be
relatively inaccurate approximations of the target eigenvalueλ, that is, ifλ is the eigenvalue closest to
σ then for the first fewm we will have that|θm − λ|/|σ − λ| � 1. Therefore, as argued in [15,§9.4]
(see also [8,§4.0.1]), it is more effective to replace initiallyθm in the correction equation byσ (similar
observations can be found in [11,§6] and [20,§3.1]). Since in this initial stage the search subspace
will not have significant components of the target eigenvectors, the projections in (1.2) and (1.3) are not
expected to be effective. Therefore, we expanded the search subspace in the first few steps of our process
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FIGURE 2. Solving the correction equation approximately with 50 steps of GMRES. Matrix SHERMAN1 shifted by -2.5.
The plot shows the log10 of the residual norms for JD (solid curve) and JDV (dashed curve) versus the iteration numberm.

by approximate solutions of the equation

(A− σIn)t = −rm, (5.1)

which can be viewed as a generalized Davidson approach.
In the computations we did not use any preconditioning. We started JD and JDV with the same vector,

the vector of norm one of which all entries are equal. The algorithms were coded inC++ and run on a
Sun SPARCstation 4.

5.2.1 Solving the correction equation in lower precisionFig. 2 shows the log10 of the residual norm for
JD (the solid curve) and for JDV (the dashed curve). In this example, all correction equations (including
(5.1)) have been solved with 50 steps of GMRES except where GMRES reached a residual accuracy of
10−14 in an earlier stage. In the first 5 steps of the outer iteration we took the approximate solution of
the Davidson correction equation (5.1) as the expansion vector. Since the correction equations are not
solved exactly, we expect that JD will need less outer iterations than JDV (see§§4.1 and 5.1.2), which is
confirmed by the numerical results in the figure.

As argued in§1, the projections on the orthogonal complement ofVm in the JDV correction equation
(1.3) may improve the conditioning (or more general, the spectral properties) of the operator in the
correction equation. This may allow a more efficient or a more accurate way of solving the correction
equation. Here we test numerically whether a better performance of the linear solver for the correction
equations can compensate for a loss of speed of convergence in the outer iteration. In our figures in
Fig. 3 we relate the performance of JD and JDV to the computational costs. As a measure for the costs
we take the number of matrix-vector multiplications: we plot the log10 of the residual norm versus the
number of matrix-vector multiplications byA (or by A − θmIn). Note that this way of measuring the
costs favors JDV, since the projections in JDV are more costly than in JD. Nevertheless, we will see that
JD outperforms JDV.

We solve all correction equations with GMRES`, that is with` steps of GMRES, except where GMRES
reaches a residual accuracy of10−14 in an earlier stage. For`we took 200 (top figure), 50 (middle figure),
and 25 (bottom figure). In the first few outer iterations the Davidson correction equation (5.1) is solved
approximately (2 outer iterations for` = 200 and 5 for` = 50 and for` = 25). When a Ritz pair is
accepted as eigenpair (i.e., B if‖rm‖ ≤ 5.10−8), a search is started for the next eigenpair. The accepted
Ritz pairs are kept in the search subspace. Explicit deflation is used only in the correction equation
(see [9]). Note that the correction equations (1.3) in JDV need no modification to accommodate the
deflation, because accepted Ritz vectors are kept in the search space.
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method for the number of outer number of matrix- wallclock time
correction equation iterations vector multiplications in seconds

JD JDV JD JDV JD JDV
GMRES200 4 4 798 790 64.1 64.3

7 7 1401 1393 114.7 119.5
GMRES50 14 20 715 1021 21.5 51.2

19 30 970 1531 35.0 121.1
GMRES25 26 37 677 963 41.3 143.0

33 47 859 1223 83.2 301.4

TABLE 2. Costs for the computation of two eigenpairs of SHERMAN1 with JD and JDV. The costs for the computation of
the second eigenpair (λ = −2.51545 . . . ) include the costs for the computation of the first eigenpair (λ = −2.49457 . . . ).

If GMRES would converge faster on JDV correction equations than on JD correction equations, then
GMRES would need less steps for solving (1.3) in case the residual accuracy of10−14 would be reached
in less thaǹ GMRES steps, while in the other case it would produce more effective expansion vectors in
JDV. With more effective expansion vectors the number of outer iterations may be expected to decrease.
In both cases, there would be a positive effect on the number of matrix-vector multiplications needed in
JDV.

In Table 2 the number of outer iterations, the number of matrix-vector multiplications and the amount
of time needed for the computation for the first two eigenpairs (λ = −2.49457 . . . andλ = −2.51545 . . . )
is presented.

When solving the correction equation with 200 steps of GMRES no difference between JD and JDV is
observed (upper plot in Fig. 3). Apparently with 200 steps of GMRES the correction equations are solved
in high precision and the results are in line with the theory and our previous experience. This can also be
seen from the table. For the first eigenvalue JD uses 8 more matrix-vector multiplications than the 790
from JDV. On the other hand JDV takes a bit more time (about 0.2 seconds) than JD. From this we may
conclude that compared with the costs of the matrix-vector multiplications and the QR-algorithm for the
computation of the eigenvalues of the projected matrix, the extra vector-vector operations involved in the
correction equation of JDV are not very expensive.
Although JD and JDV need the same amount of time for convergence when using 200 steps of GMRES,
the same eigenpairs can be computed in much less time. If 50 steps of GMRES are used, JD takes only
21.45 seconds for computing the first eigenpair whereas JDV takes 2.5 times that amount.
The differences between the two methods become more significant if we lower the precision of the
solver for the correction equation by using only 25 steps of GMRES. With the same amount of matrix-
vector multiplications the number of eigenpairs found by JD is much higher than JDV. Note, that the
measured time for both JD and JDV in case of GMRES25 is more than in case of GMRES50 whereas the
number of matrix-vector multiplications is less. The reason for this can only be the fact that in case of
GMRES25 more outer iterations are needed, every outer iteration the eigenvalues of the projected matrix
are computed with a QR-algorithm.
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FIGURE 3. The effect of diminishing the precision of the solution method for the correction equation. Convergence plots
for matrix SHERMAN1 shifted by -2.5. The correction equation is solved with 200, 50 and 25 steps of GMRES. The plots
show the log10 of the residual norms for JD (the solid curve) and JDV (the dashed curve) versus the number of matrix-vector
multiplications.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In GMRESR, an iterative method for solving linear systems of equations, it pays to restrict the correc-
tion equations to the orthogonal complement of the space spanned by the search vectors. This approach,
called GCRO, leads to new search directions that are automatically orthogonal with respect to the old
ones. Although the restricted correction equations require more complicated projections with higher
computational costs per matrix-vector multiplication, the number of matrix-vector multiplications may
decrease tremendously leading to a more efficient overall performance [4, 1]. In this paper, we investi-
gated the question whether such an approach would be equally effective for the Jacobi-Davidson method
for solving the eigenvalue problem. Note that eigenvalue problems are weakly non-linear.

When starting with a Krylov subspace and solving the correction equations exactly the standard ap-
proach (JD) of Jacobi-Davidson and its variant JDV with the more stricted correction equations, are math-
ematically equivalent (§4). However, in practical situations, where the correction equations are solved
only in modest accuracy and finite precision arithmetic is used, the JDV variant appears to converge
much slower than JD. Although the restricted correction equations in JDV may have spectral properties
that are more favorable for linear solvers, a better performance of the linear solvers for the correction
equation in JDV may not compensate for the slower convergence.
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